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Join us in Burlington, CO for the 2022
High Plains No-Till Conference!
With February just around the corner, the Colorado Conservation
Tillage Association is working hard to plan the 34th Annual High
Plains No-Till Conference. This year’s event will not only feature
outstanding keynote presentations from Jay Fuhrer, Dallas Mount,
and Zach Wright, but also a wide variety of breakout sessions
designed to address current challenges facing producers in the High
Plains. Whether you’re concerned about input costs for 2022 or
battling wheat stem sawfly on your operation, this year’s conference
will be a great place to get new ideas and visit with other producers.
Even more than challenges, however, the 2022 conference will focus
on opportunities. How can we improve farm profitability, build
soil biology, contribute to resources for rural mental health, and
successfully transition farms to the next generation? All these topics
and more will be up for discussion in Burlington come February.
We’re looking forward to some great conversation, food, and
networking and hope you are, too. Don’t forget to sign up online by
Jan. 15 to take advantage of our early registration discount!

Top - FARMS producer field Crofton, NE
Bottom Right - Keynote speakers
for the 2022 High Plains No-Till
Conference in February - Jay
Fuhrer, Dallas Mount, Zach
Wright
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CCTA Annual Meeting Scheduled for Feb. 2, 2022
The Annual Meeting for the Colorado
Conservation Tillage Association will take
place at the 34th Annual High Plains NoTill Conference in Burlington, Colorado on
February 2, 2022.
Membership dues are included in this year’s
conference registration, and all attendees are
encouraged to take part and eligible to vote.
The primary order of business for the meeting
will include electing new members to the
organization’s board of directors.
The CCTA board consists of 13 members, eight
of which are producers and five who represent
ag industry professionals. Elected directors
are responsible for fiscal management of the
association and the planning/content for
educational events. Three consecutive twoyear terms may be served, after which time the
director must retire for a minimum of one year.
This is a great opportunity to expand your notill network and has led to many opportunities
for past board members.
If you are interested in learning more about

becoming a CCTA board member, please
contact CCTA President, Cory Gilbert,
or one of the current board members for
more information. To nominate yourself or
someone you think would be a great director,
please submit the nomination form below to
coordinator@highplainsnotill.com or mail to:
23929 County Road 16, Kit Carson, CO 80825.
2022 Nomination Form
CCTA Board of Directors
_______________________________________
Nominating Person Name (optional)
_______________________________________
Nominating Person Phone (optional)
_______________________________________
Person to be Nominated
_______________________________________
Nominee Address (if known)
_______________________________________
Nominee Phone Number
CCTA Board Members

CCTA Officers
Cory Gilbert, President - Burlington, Colorado
cory@ontargetag.tech
719-342-0047
Storm Casper, Vice President - Springfield, Colorado
cattle123@live.com
719-529-4575
Justin King, Treasurer- Burlington, Colorado,
jmking0711@gmail.com
303-949-9218
Patrick Einspahr, Secretary - Seibert, Colorado
einspahrcattle@plainstel.com
719-349-0560
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John Niswonger- Leoti, KS
jniswonger68@gmail.com
620-376-8916

Cole James- Karval, Colorado
cj0378@hotmail.com
719-892-0378

Bob Stahly - Stratton, NE
agoodplacetogrow@hotmail.com
308-340-9857

Jacob Miller - Culbertson, Nebraska
lazyjmranch@gmail.com
308-350-0034

Patrick Hume - Springfield, Colorado
phume81@gmail.com
970-219-0606

Jay Young - Tribune, Kansas
youngredangus@gmail.com
620-376-8593

AJ Worden - Burlington, CO
wordenfarms85@gmail.com
719-342-5325

Roy Pfaltzgraff III - Haxtun, CO
roy@pfzfarms.com
970-466-1887

Jeff Hurlburt - Idalia, CO
j.hurlburt68@gmail.com
970-630-0156

Joni Mitchek, Coordinator
coordinator@highplainsnotill.com
1-833-4No-Till

Office: 785-743-2003
Cell: 785-639-1202
Email: soilproseeds@gmail.com
Web: soilproseeds.com

Limon Office
168 E Avenue
PO Box 460
Limon, CO 80825
719.775.2816

Calhan Office
506 Golden Street, Ste. 140
PO Box 150
Calhan, CO 80808
719.347.2801
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Conference

Sessions

Armor Up!

Jay Fuhrer
Components covered in this general session will
include plant physiology as it relates to carbon and
photosynthesis and how brown litter and green
plant covers integrate into our cropping systems.
Crops and covers discussed will include corn,
wheat, soybean, canola, and sunflower; along with
perennial pastures and cover. The presentation
will also review annual, biennial, and perennial
cover types and their potential roles, as well as
redirecting carbon and nitrogen in perennial systems
as it relates to surface residue. Soil Organic Matter
results over an 11 year span will be shared alongside
a comparison of cropping systems with and without
cover crops.

Weigh ‘Em Up!

Jay Fuhrer
This breakout will focus on integrating yearlings
into cropping systems with cover crops and utilizing
a scale to weigh the yearlings individually. The
presentation will report two years of individual
weight gains (or losses) following different forage
types, combined with pounds of beef produced
per acre for each forage type. The years discussed
will include 2020 and 2021, both drought years in
central North Dakota, giving the data even more
relevance. Soil Organic Matter results will be also
be shared over an 11 year span demonstrating a
comparison of cropping systems with and without
livestock.

Three Secrets to Increase
Profitability

Dallas Mount
In this session, Dallas will challenge producers to
explore if their operation is really a business, or
just a low-paying and physically demanding job.
Attendees will also learn the difference between
economics and finance (and why economics always
comes first) and discover the only three things that
any business can do to increase profit.
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2022
Management Succession of the
Farm and Ranch Business

Dallas Mount
Thoughts and stress around succession too often
dominate our creative headspace. The current
generation is worried about how they are going
to meet all the current demands of the business
and create opportunities for the next generation
with some level of fairness between the kids. The
incoming generation is thinking about long-term
security. If they choose this career path, what is the
future for their family? If they come home to work
for a meager wage, will they have to buy out cousins
and siblings at tomorrow’s land prices? What kind
of opportunities will they have, to grow a part of the
business that they can own? Creating clarity around
these questions is an absolute must for all family
businesses. Finding the courage and skill to have
these conversations in productive ways is difficult
but achievable. During this breakout session, Dallas
will discuss best practices to avoid the common
pitfalls of succession on the family farm.

Let Feed and Food be Our Medicine

Fred Provenza
Plants transform dirt into soil and diverse mixtures
of plants turn soil into homes, grocery stores
and pharmacies for herbivores, omnivores, and
carnivores below and above ground. The health of
soil, plants, animals, and the planet is thus enhanced
by plant diversity. Health improves when livestock
graze diverse mixes of plants but reduces when they
forage on low-diversity pastures or eat high-grain
rations in feedlots, little different from people who
eat highly processed diets. Livestock can gain weight
more efficiently, with less emissions of methane
and nitrous oxide, and they can reach slaughter
weight as quickly as animals in feedlots. In turn, the
phytochemical richness of herbivore diets enhances
biochemical richness of meat and dairy, which is
linked with human health. The health benefits to
humans accrue as rich arrays of phytochemicals
in livestock diets become phytochemicals and
biochemicals in meat and dairy become our bodies.

Those phytochemicals confer the same beneficial
effects to us as to livestock, dampening oxidative
stress and inflammation linked with cardiovascular
disease and cancer. Palates thus link soil and plants
with livestock and human health. The global shift
away from phytochemically and biochemically
wholesome diets to ultra-processed diets encouraged
2.1 billion people to eat more and become
overweight or obese. We can enable human health by
forsaking processed foods and by sourcing, growing,
and eating wholesome foods.

and their families but don’t know what to do about
it? Interested in ensuring that your children and
grandchildren inherit a richer, more sustainable
future on your land? Come discover a new
grassroots movement called LandLogic™ addressing
the broader issue of farmer and rancher stress and
how you can contribute TODAY in a non-invasive
and meaningful way. You may also leave the session
viewing your property through a different lens...one
that revitalizes you, emulating a rich connection to
the land.

Main Climate Drivers and Expected
Long-Range Trends for the High
Plains

Fertilizer Efficiency, Residue
Breakdown, Building Soil Health
and Improving Profits; the Role of
Soil Microbes

Don Day Jr.
President and Chief Meteorologist of DayWeather,
Inc. in Cheyenne, Wyoming, Don Day Jr. has
provided customized broadcast weather services to
over 70 radio stations across Wyoming, Colorado,
and Nebraska for over 25 years. He also provides
long range and seasonal weather forecasts for
agriculture and other private industries with an
emphasis on long-term and known historic trends in
ocean temperature and ocean circulation changes.
In this session, he will discuss the primary climate
drivers for the High Plains region and expected long
range trends for 2022.

Reducing the Impacts of Wheat
Stem Sawfly

Tyler Benninghoven
This session aims to improve understanding of
current tools and strategies to reduce the long-term
biological and economic impacts of Wheat Stem
Sawfly on your farm. The presentation will discuss
impacts of variety selection, trap crops, rotational
changes, increased crop diversity, and residue
management. Wheat Stem Sawfly is here to stay, so
management is the name of the game!

LandLogic: The Land that Teaches

Kaila Anderson
Concerned about the wellbeing of farmers, ranchers

David Stark, Ph.D
Microbial products are called many names ranging
from wonder products to bugs-in-a-jug and snake
oil. Many products have earned their name, just as
many are misunderstood. So what do soil microbes
really do and what should a producer look for in a
microbial product? In this session, Dr. Stark will
explore the role of various types of soil microbes to
help producers understand what different microbial
products can and can’t do, and how they may work
in their operation. Soil microbes are a valuable tool
that will help farmers produce more, using fewer
inputs while actually improving soil health and
profitability.

Returning Organics to Soils - Inputs
for Compost and Biostimulants OnFarm
Gerry Gillespie
Reconnecting the urban population to the farming
community through the reuse of organic materials
requires rethinking collection and processing. The
most important aspect in such a system is the
value-adding to this product for on-farm use. This
presentation will describe how this can be achieved
using quality compost and biostimulants and how
you can make them on-farm using your own inputs.
- Continued on page 6 -
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How can a guy get by without
buying this high-priced fertilizer?

Dale Strickler
As we welcomed higher grain prices this past year,
we all held our breath, waiting for the inevitable rise
in input costs that we knew would follow. Fertilizer
prices have led the charge in this rise, with the price
of phosphorus roughly doubling and nitrogen prices
tripling. There are biological limitations on crop
production - if a pound of grain contains a pound of
nitrogen it must come from somewhere. But does
it have to come from purchased fertilizer? In this
session we explore methods to provide essential soil
fertility without breaking our budget.

An Introduction to the Colorado
Department of Agriculture Soil
Health Program

Ryan Taylor
Ryan Taylor, the Colorado Department of
Agriculture Soil Health Program Coordinator, will
discuss the State’s soil health program, which is
launching this winter. He will give an overview
of the Saving Tomorrow’s Agricultural Resources
Program (STAR), which is the foundational
framework of the program. STAR is a framework
that rewards producer effort with a large potential to
evolve into market signals, such as higher premiums.
Ryan will also discuss how the state soil health
program will help producers through technical
assistance, capacity building for conservation
districts, and research on the environmental and
economic outcomes of soil health practices.

Relay Cropping in Eastern
Colorado

Brad Wingfield
In this breakout, Brad will be discussing his limited
experience with relay intercropping in eastern
Colorado. He will highlight the process that their
farm has traveled in a quest to add rotational value
to irrigated ground and discuss the mechanism
of relay cropping, their long term goals, and the
benefits they’ve experienced with this practice.

Do You Fertilize to Promote Weeds
or Suppress Weeds?
Jay McCaman
In this breakout session, Jay McCaman, author of
When Weeds Talk, will discuss how excess potash
can cause an environment that favors broadleaf

weeds to the point that herbicides cannot control the
weeds and may suppress the calcium to the point
that dandelions monopolize alfalfa fields. He’ll also
explore the relationship between velvetleaf seed
germination and methane gas from poorly managed
liquid manure or poorly managed residue decay in
the soil, which can come from an anaerobic soil and
an improper calcium/magnesium ratio.

Fertilizer Placement Strategies

Perry Weisberg
The placement of fertilizer in the ground can be
very beneficial in terms of crop production and
decreased nitrogen loss, but it can also negatively
impact your crop if not done with care. Having high
rates of Nitrogen in the seed row or too close to the
seed of sensitive crops can decrease plant stand and
lengthen maturity. Having Nitrogen and Phosphorus
in the same band can also decrease early season
Phosphorus uptake.
The Agronomy Team at Bourgault Industries
operates a 2500 acre commercial farm and conducts
hundreds of large scale replicated trials each year
using modern seeding equipment. The information
from these trials is used to help guide equipment
design and to provide recommendations for
agronomists and growers.

Let me introduce you to the
simplest bookkeeper you will have
on your operation!

Scott Scheimer
Agriculture is an industry of tight margins and high
risk that has very little room for mistakes. Scott
Scheimer, founder and CEO of Simplefarms. ag,
wanted to give producers a tool to make quicker,
easier financial decisions, so he developed Simple
Farms. In this breakout session, he will discuss how
producers can use this tool to track their daily
operations, know exact costs of production, and take
advantage of the program’s ability
to provide good management perspective.

Measuring the Drivers of
Soil Functions to Identify the
Limitations and Causes of Natural
Resource Deployment

Willie Pretorius
In this session, attendees will learn more about how
nature functions in the wild without interference
- Continued on page 9 -
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NETWRAP
MANY SIZES
64x7000
64x8000
64x9000
67x7000
67x8000
67x9000
And more!

MANY COLORS

The Flexer line of draper
headers is synonymous with
productivity. Consistency
and easier adjustments allow
compatibility with most North
American combines.

X10 Corn Headers are built on
lightweight aluminum alloy
chassis and are versatile and
simple to install. With more
than 15 years of production
behind them, GTS guarantees
their headers are the toughest
and lightest frames on the
market.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL GTS DEALER:

Nathaniel McConnell 970-768-0954

GREEN
RED
BLUE
FREEDOM

NEVIN MCCONNELL - FORT MORGAN, CO
970-768-5663

We Make
Cover Crops
Simple
Full use of Precision Planting
products, including vDrive and
Delta Force.
Dealer for Yetter, Martin, and
Sunco Row Cleaners.

Let us help you get
more out of your planter.
Justin King
303-949-9218

Bruce Unruh
719-943-7301
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ABOVE THE REST.

• Operating Angle of 35" Up and Down
• Fully Welded Cutterbar
• Non-Stop Breakaway System

N

A CUT ABOVE THE REST.

DM Series

nge Kubota Inc.

ailroad Avenue
gton, CO 80807
9-346-6055

• Operating Angle of 35" Up and Down
• Fully Welded Cutterbar
• Non-Stop Breakaway System

DM Series

Front Range Kubota Inc.
Front Range Kubota Inc.
880 Railroad
Avenue
880 Railroad Avenue
Burlington, CO 80807
719-346-6055
Burlington,
CO 80807
719-346-6055 KubotaUSA.com
Optional equipment may be shown.

© Kubota Tractor Corporation, 2018

KubotaUSA.com

Optional equipment may be shown.
© Kubota Tractor Corporation, 2018
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The Flexer line of draper
headers is synonymous with
productivity. Consistency
and easier adjustments allow
compatibility with most North
American combines.

X10 Corn Headers are built on
lightweight aluminum alloy
chassis and are versatile and
simple to install. With more
than 15 years of production
behind them, GTS guarantees
their headers are the toughest
and lightest frames on the
market.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL GTS DEALER:

Nathaniel McConnell 970-768-0954

NEVIN MC

from humans. They will also quantify the resources of
nature and how these are utilized through microbial
action to provide a complete and stable functional
soil. The presentation will also discuss how these
functions are destroyed through human intervention,
how the intensity and causes of natural soil function
destructions can be measured, and the future of soil
health measurements.

A Look at the Commodity Markets

Clay Patton
This session will cover the current state of the
agricultural commodity markets and look at how
both domestic and global demand impact the market.
Supply won’t be overlooked and what the early
thoughts are for the 2022 growing season. Finally,
the presentation will address marketing plans and
what to keep in mind for 2022.

Grain Sorghum in a Crop Rotation
and New Grass Control Options

Brent Bean
Grain sorghum is drought tolerant with lower input
costs compared to other major crops. Hybrids come
in a range of maturities for different planting dates
and crop rotation systems. Once grain is harvested
the remaining stover can be grazed for fall/winter
pasture. Alternatively, the standing stalk and residue
capture winter precipitation that can be used for the
next summer crop. In this session, Brent will discuss
integrating grain sorghum into a crop rotation and
recently approved technologies that can make overthe-top grass control achievable.

Achieving Efficiency and Higher
Yields via Relationships

Kristina Reindl
Next to moisture, nitrogen is the most limiting
factor when it comes to plant growth and overall
yield. To meet the high demand of nitrogen and
other important nutrients needed for a successful
crop, farmers are over-applying inorganic synthetic
fertilizers and nutrients. Unfortunately, this practice
is negatively impacting the soil microbiome, while
also draining the farmer’s pockets. This presentation
will cover the leading management factor(s) affecting
microbial population structure and function to enable
growers to utilize their biology to encourage nutrient
uptake. During my time at Next Level Ag, I have
observed that low-input management and tracking of
nutrient relationships in both soil and tissue, result
in strengthening of the rhizosphere on a physical,

biological, and chemical level. With a strongstructured soil, packed with beneficial organisms,
fungal communities and a diverse array of
bacteria, the destruction of crops and yield loss is
significantly decreased. This presentation will cover
the data supporting the movement that LESS is
MORE when it comes to the health of your soil. By
understanding the relationships between microbial
population structure/function and nutrition, we
can achieve higher yields, increase revenue, and
improve soil health all while decreasing costs and
management.

Can we get to a 5,000 pound crop?
Ron Meyer

Ron Meyer has served as the Golden Plains Area
Extension Agronomist for more than 20 years.
He is the technical expert in a five county area,
consulting with area farmers regarding crop
production problems, crop performance, and
crop pests. He also conducts research screening of
alternative legumes and oilseeds for a High Plains
environment, corn variety testing, dry-bean
studies, wheat variety screening, and numerous
other plant science related investigations. In this
session, Ron will discuss the latest in sunflower
agronomics.

Cropland Grazing to Supplement/
Replace Native Grass

Patrick Einspahr
Can grazing cropland be viable enterprise in the
High Plains region? In this session, the Einspahrs
will walk through their experience grazing cropland
in the eastern plains of Colorado. The successes,
the failures, the ideas that almost worked and the
ideas that almost didn’t. They will share some
of the practices they have implemented as well
as those they are working towards. They have
not reached all their goals but will discuss the
principles they are using to work towards them.

FARMS Panel – Reducing Inputs

Lucinda Stuenkel, Curtis Sayles, Tyler Most
Join this breakout session to hear from producers
participating in CCTA’s FARMS project about their
experience reducing inputs in Colorado, Kansas,
and Nebraska. Participants will discuss their
strategies, successes, and challenges, as well as
what’s next for their operations.
That’s not all! Visit www.highplainsnotill.com to stay
up-to-date as conference sessions are added.
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2022 High Plains No-Till Conference Sponsor Registration
Are you interested in supporting CCTA or participating in the conference trade show? Sponsorship opportunities are still available!

Company:_________________________________________________________________________________
Registering Person Name: ___________________________________________________________________
Company Mailing Address: ______________________City ________________ State ___

Zip _______

Phone ___________________ Fax (______) _______________________
Local Contact Person (if different from above): ___________________________________________________
Local Contact Person Phone: _________________________________________________________________
Local Contact Person Email: __________________________________________________________________
Local Contact Person Mailing Address: _________________________________________________________
Company Website:_______________________________________________________
Please check one:
Additional Opportunities:
____ Sponsor - $300 (no booth)
____ Outdoor Equipment Display - $250
____ Bronze Booth Sponsor - $550
____ Sponsored Breakout Session - $500
____ Silver Booth Sponsor - $1000
____ Conference Attendee Packet Insert - $80
____ Gold Booth Sponsor - $2000
____ Platinum Booth Sponsor - $4000
Total: Feb. 1-2, 2022
____ Corporate Platinum Sponsor (Contact for details)

2022 High Plains No-Till Confere
Community & Education Center - Burlington, CO

Mail completed form and payment to: CCTA, 23929 County Road 16, Kit Carson, CO 80825.

Levels
High Plains No‐TillSponsorship
Conference Sponsorship
Opportunities
Conference
$300

Bronze
$550

l
Silver
$1,000

Gold
$2,000

Platinum**
$4,000

Listed on Website

X

X

X

X

X

Complimentary Registrations

1

2

2

3

4

8' x 8'

8' x 8'

8' x 16'

8' x 16'

1/4 page (color)

1/2 page (color)

Full page (color)

Booth Space
Program Ad

1/8 page (color)

Journal Ad

1/8 pg. x 1 issue 1/8 pg. x 3 issues 1/4 pg. x 3 issues

X

Attendee Packet Insert*

X

X

Conduct a Breakout Session*

X

Outdoor Equipment Space*

X
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Additional Sponsorship Opportunities Include: Sponsoring lunches or the Beer & Bull Social.
*Also available as add‐on purchases.

2022 Attendee Registration
February 1-2, 2022
Registration fee is the same for attending one or both days (except students).
Payment methods accepted at the door - cash, check, or credit cards.
Registrations are non-refundable and non-transferable.
Early Bird Registration.................. $130
Registration after 1/15................. $180
Students (per day)........................ $ 25

Register online at:
www.HighPlainsNoTill.com

The following mailing address will be used to mail the CCTA Journal.
Business/Organization/Farm ____________________________________________
Mailing Address ______________________________________________________
City _____________________________________ State ________ Zip___________
Phone: ( ) _________- ____________ E-Mail: _____________________________
Please send CCTA Journal: ___ Electronic ___ Postal Hard Copy
Name: 1 _____________________________________________________________
Check one: __ First Timer ___ Attended Conference before
Check one: __ Attendee -- $130 ($180 after Jan. 15)
__ Student ($25.00 per day) Attending: ___ Tues ___ Wed
Name: 2 _____________________________________________________________
Check one: __ First Timer ___ Attended Conference before
Check one: __ Attendee -- $130 ($180 after Jan. 15)
__ Student ($25.00 per day) Attending: ___ Tues ___ Wed
Name: 3 _____________________________________________________________
Check one: __ First Timer ___ Attended Conference before
Check one: __ Attendee -- $130 ($180 after Jan. 15)
__ Student ($25.00 per day) Attending: ___ Tues ___ Wed
Please make check out to CCTA and mail with registration to:
CCTA
23929 County Road 16
Kit Carson, CO 80825
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23929 County Road 16, Kit Carson, CO 80825

2022 Conference Issue
The Journal is published by the Colorado
Conservation Tillage Association three times
per year.
Issue # 2021.3

34th Annual
High Plains No-Till Conference
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February 1-2, 2022
Burlington, CO
Featuring Keynote Speakers

Jay Fuhrer

Dallas Mount

Zach Wright

Includes trade show, outdoor equipment display,
lunch, networking, CEUs, and more than 40
breakout sessions dedicated to:

Contact Us:
1-833-4No-Till
highplainsnotill.com

No-Till
Soil Health
Regenerative Grazing
Ag Technology
Business Management
And More!

Emphasis on application of topics in the High Plains region.
For more information visit www.HighPlainsNoTill.com
CCTA is a non-profit organization serving all the states in the High Plains Region. It is a resource of experienced farmers working with industry,
University, and agricultural agency personnel whose goal is to spread research and on-farm gained information about conservation farming
practices.
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